
 
 
 
 
 
 
Title: Critical Response- a metacognitive tool to support deeper understanding of texts 
 
Grade appropriate: adaptable for any 
 
Approximate Length of time to complete lesson/unit:  
 
For deeper class discussion of an art image or other text, allow 30 minutes, this can be used to start ideas for 
student writing or research.  
 
Learning objectives and significance of lesson:  
 
Critical Response is a process developed by dancer Liz Lerman as a strategy for guiding deeper audience 
feedback. It is a set of questions—a metacognitive tool or thinking routine—that can provide a way in for 
students of all ages, to support careful perception, start meaning making and to spark student inquiry into a 
text or review a project in process. It is a simple group of questions that can be used in flexible ways in the 
classroom. The routine is a strategy that can be taught with the explicit goal of independent student transfer 
of the critical approach to different, future texts.  It prompts observations, connection to self and prior 
knowledge, helps surface emotional tone, and draws out questions and problems to investigate. Students will 
use the series of questions to slow down their interpretive process, focus their thinking and speculate on 
meaning. This lesson uses visual art as the text. 
 
Brief summary/outline: 
 
Select or have students select a work of art that is intriguing, interesting, or confusing. Follow the Critical 
Response questions. If in discussion, you may need to probe, prod, and model their careful consideration or 
expansion: 
 
 What do you notice?  
 (Slow down and carefully describe the piece. Scale, details, color, etc. Take inventory. What stands 
 out? Pretend you are a detective. Just the facts. Describing it on the phone. If time-based, What 
 happens first, next, how does it end…Try to list without judgment, try to catch your judgment and 
 suspend it…) 
 What does it remind you of? 
 (What experiences are informing your reading of this? What prior knowledge or schema do you bring 
 with you? If in a group, facilitate the safe sharing of multiple takes, and connections. As a teacher, 
 this is great information to have about the diverse experiences of your students. This also may call up 
 metaphors, what is this like? 
 What feelings are called up? What is the emotional tone of the piece? 
 (Are the emotions that surface complex or contradictory? What has the artist done to communicate or 
 create these feelings? How much comes from your own experience? How are your senses engaged? 
 What questions does this make you wonder about? 
 (There are factual questions: how long did it take? Was this her father? And there are more complex 
 open-ended questions. Big Questions: Who needs this many chickens? Why is this in the museum, 
 next to this other one? Does her other artwork look like this or relate to this one? Why or why not? 
 Speculate: What do you think this might be about?  
 (Using your observation and your careful thinking, what are some possibilities? Is it possible that the 
 artwork could mean more than what was originally intended by the artist? Has that ever happened 
 with your work? —Someone sees something that you did not plan, but that you think is a cool idea? 
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Students can work individually and write responses. Or, students can pair and share or discuss texts of 
interest in small groups. The teacher may choose to facilitate a whole class response to shared viewing 
using the questions. The teacher may also map out the discussion using the Critical Response questions to 
organize thinking and response. Questions can be posted in the classroom, all towards the goal of visible 
thinking and instilling a habit of their use.  
 
Related Resources: 
 
Here are links to other metacognitive projects and tools for teachers: 
 
 Harvard’s Project Zero-  http://www.pz.harvard.edu/ 
 Artful Thinking-  http://www.pz.harvard.edu/tc/index.cfm (specific to learning through arts) 
 Visible Thinking - http://www.pz.harvard.edu/vt/index.html (cognition across disciplines) 
 Visual Thinking Strategies (VTS) - http://www.vue.org/  
 Perpich Center’s Artful Online Tools http://opd.mpls.k12.mn.us/ArtfulTools.html (this has a link to 
 the audio clip of student Alston Riley and teacher Melissa Borgmann.) 
 Art Works for Schools: Curriculum kit- http://www.decordova.org/decordova/education/awfs.html  
 
Related Museum Resources for teachers: 
  
 Artful Writing at the Weisman- http://www.weisman.umn.edu/education/artfulwriting.html  
 ArtsConnectEd - http://www.artsconnected.org/ (Images for teachers from MIA and Walker) 
 Guggenheim, Learning Through Art - http://www.learningthroughart.org/ 
 Thinking Through Art, Gardner Museum- http://www.gardnermuseum.org/education/tta/tta.html 
 Wolfsonian Museum: Three sites: Artful Truth, Artful Citizenship and Page at a Time-
 http://www.artfultruth.org/at2001/artful_truth.html 
 http://www.artfulcitizenship.org/main_content.html 
 http://www.pageatatime.org/ 
 
Possible extensions or adaptations for different purposes/student needs: 
 
Looking at and responding to original artworks is powerful. Check out the affordable or free visit possibilities 
with any area museum, gallery, library, artistic parent’s studio or public space with art 
 
Working to interpret meaning from visual texts offers many opportunities for connections. Art images, like 
literary works, are subject to multiple interpretations and often can challenge student thinking with ambiguous 
content, images and context beyond students’ experience.  
 
Use the basic critical response questions to start discussion of a film, newspaper article, or incident on the 
playground. 
 
Use it as a regular tool to reflect on student work in progress. It can offer a gentle form of critique that gets at 
deeper issues and questions.  
 
Collect evidence of your student using the routine. Have them write responses, record with audio or video, 
question each other. Use these collected reflections to show how thinking may have changed or where ideas 
came from.  
 
Use critical response, in a safe classroom environment, to share student diversity and life experiences. It 
honors, in a visible way, the knowledge and experiences students bring with them. 
 
 
For additional information, contact: 

Judi Petkau:  petka001@umn.edu 
 


